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Example - Wireless Spectrum Sale

Companies such as AT&T, etc, competing for spectrum licenses.

Each bundle of licenses has a value for AT&T.

A bundle of licenses is more valuable than the individual ones.

AT&T’s value of a bundle of licenses is its private information.

AT&T can misreport its value.

Maximize FCC’s revenue.



Combinatorial Auctions (CAs)

Combinatorial Auctions (CAs):

A common framework for such resource allocation problems.

Seller - FCC.

Buyers - AT&T, etc.

Items - spectrum licenses.

Buyers can compete for any bundle of items.

Allocation and payments based on the competition.



Limitations of General CAs

Implementation complexity:

Allocation problem is NP-hard in general.

Large communication overhead.

Current state of the art:

General results on revenue maximization known only for
one-dimensional problems.

Example - single item auctions [Myerson 1981].

Joint problem of tractability and characterization.



Single-Minded Buyers

Single-Minded Buyers - a relatively more tractable class of CAs.

Each buyer is interested only in a specific bundle.

Both the bundle and its value are known only to the buyer.

Any bundle of items not a superset of his desired bundle has zero
value for him.

Low communication overhead.



Why Study Single-Minded Buyers Model?

Key is to understand and handle complementarity.

A bundle as a whole can be more valuable than the sum of values
of its parts.

Single-minded buyers - an extreme case of complementarity.

Problem is still nontrivial (two dimensional):

A buyer can misreport both his bundle and its value.

No general result on revenue maximization is known even for
this extreme case.



Main Contributions

Discrete revenue optimal CA problem with single-minded buyers.

A sufficient condition under which a revenue optimal auction is
characterized.

Larger bundle is likely to have higher value.

Reduction to a maximum weight independent set problem.

A simple graphical construction for the weights.



Model and Notation

The type of a buyer n = (bundle, value).

Bundles of a buyer n - a realization of a random set Bn.

Value of a buyer n - a realization of a discrete random variable Xn.

Two-dimensional private information:

The exact realization of (Bn,Xn) is known only to buyer n.

Beliefs:

(Bn,Xn)’s are independent across the buyers.

The joint probability distribution of (Bn,Xn) is common knowledge.

The bid vector (b,v) = reported vector of (bundles, values).



The Components of an Auction
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π(b,v) = a prob distribution over all subsets of buyers, given b,v.
πA(b,v) = prob that the set A of buyers are winners, given b,v.

The payoff of a buyer = value of the allocation - payment made.



The High Level Idea

Revenue optimal CA problem as an optimization problem under
constraints.

The constraints:

Feasibility - the set of winners must have disjoint bundles.

Truth-telling - incentives to the buyers to be truthful.

Voluntary participation - nonnegative payoff from participating in
the auction.

Solutions under a sufficient condition that is intuitive.



The Sufficient Condition

(Definition) Hazard rate order
Let Z1,Z2 be nonnegative random variables. Z1 ≤h Z2, if
Prob(Z1 > z|Z1 > ẑ) ≤ Prob(Z2 > z|Z2 > ẑ) for all z ≥ ẑ.

Stronger than first order stochastic dominance.

The sufficient condition
Let s ⊆ t be two bundles. Then (Xn|Bn = s) ≤h (Xn|Bn = t).

The larger bundle is likely to have higher value.

The condition is intuitive for single-minded buyers.



A Candidate for the Revenue Optimal Auction

Construct the conflict graph Gb:

A node n for each buyer n.

An edge en,m if bn ∩ bm 6= ∅.

Assign a weight wn(bn, vn) (monotone virtual valuation (MVV))
to node n.

Set of winners = maximum weight independent set of Gb.

Winner’s payment = the minimum value he needs to report to
still win.



Graphical Construction of MVVs

Let (Xn|Bn = bn) ∈ {x1, x2, x3, x4} w.p. {p1,p2,p3,p4}.
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Results

Under the hazard rate order assumption:

MVVs are nonincreasing in bundle size.

Proof by obtaining a new formula for MVVs using convex duality.

The candidate auction satisfies the constraints.

Feasibility, truth-telling, and voluntary participation.

The candidate auction is revenue optimal.



Without The Hazard-Rate Order Assumption?
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Concluding Remarks

Characterizing revenue optimal CA in full generality - an open
problem.

Single-minded buyers model - an initial step towards solving the
general CA problems.

The resulting auction has a simple structure.

Allocation rule is still NP-hard, but admits a
√
#items

polynomial-time approximation.
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